ODP
VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
SECTION DESCRIPTION

LEG 116  SUB 07  SITE 170  HOLE 2C  CORE 25  TYPE X  SEC 05

COLOR

PIECE # 0

GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION
DRILLING DISTURB.
STRUCTURES
SAMPLES

Very dark grey clay. Soft sediments. Shows transitional contacts with increase of depth with pelagic biogenic sediments (nannofoils)

Nannofossil ooze
Chemical front

Pelagic biogenic sediments
Soft sediments may be cemented as nannofoils.

Nannofossil ooze

57 4/2

89 Chemical front

Very dark grey clay. Soft sediments. Transliminal upward as cemented nannofoils ooze

57 4/2

Light grey clay (Greenish Yellow) clayed

Pelagic biogenic sediments

Nannofossil ooze

No core material recovered.